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• Agenda
– Introduction to SiFive
– Introduction to the SiFive E2 Core and 

µInstruction Cache
– SiFive Core Designer
– Configuring the FPGA, and executing the tests



Silicon At The Speed Of Software

Founded By The Inventors of RISC-V
SiFive’s founders are the same UC Berkeley professor and PhDs who invented and 
have been leading the commercial implementation of the RISC-V Instruction Set 

Architecture (ISA) since 2010



Hardware Trends: 
Compute Needs Are Changing

Source: Medium, Entering the world of Machine Learning

e.g., machine learning But, CPUs are not getting faster!



Hardware Trends: 
Custom Hardware To The Rescue!

But, custom chip development 
costs are too high!GPUs Custom Chips

(e.g., Google TPU)



SiFive Commercial Success



E2 and the µInstruction Cache



• 2 - 3 Stage single issue pipeline
• Smallest core in the portfolio
• Power and Area optimized
• Can be configured to have

– HW Multiply
– Atomics
– Floating Point

• Has the option of Tightly-Integrated Memories 
(TIMs).

– 64KB of memory split into two banks of 32KB each.
– Can be thought of as scratch pad memory.

• New as of 19.05 release, the option of having an 
µInstruction Cache

– Useful for large programs executing from 
NVM/Flash
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Dedicated µInstruction Cache
Sits between the instruction fetch port, 
and the memory system.

Direct Mapped Cache Sizes
Can be from 1KB to 16KB depending on 
the requirements
Cache line size is either 32B or 64B

Avoids caching the data in the TIMs, seeing how 
they have the same latency.
Will feed the core with 32 bits of instructions 
per cycle.

I.e. 1 or 2 instruction per cycle depending 
on whether the instructions is compressed 
(RV32C)

Status Tag Data ( 32 or 64 B )
Status Tag Data ( 32 or 64 B )

Status Tag Data ( 32 or 64 B )

Line



Setting up the Experiment



1. Design the Core using Core Designer
• Remember to include the features 

you want to evaluate
2. Program the FPGA using the Memory 

Configuration File ( mcs ) 
3. Benchmark using the FPGA



- Design your own custom core 
online at 
https://www.sifive.com/core-
designer

- After the core is built, it will be 
available from your developer 
dashboard

- The deliverable includes a 
bitfile which you can use for 
programming your ARTY 
development board 

https://www.sifive.com/core-designer
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• For this presentation, the ARTY A7-100 board has been used
– Would also need to buy the Olimex ARM-USB-TINY-H Debugger

• Can be bought online in your Electronics Store of choice
– Costs roughly between £100-200 depending on where, and which version you buy

• The Core Designer will give you a Memory Configuration File ( .mcs ) which you can use to 
program the board.

• Using this you can program the FPGA using Xilinx Vivado
– Both the lab and web edition should support the A7 board free of charge.

• For a more detailed guide on how to set up the board go:
– https://www.sifive.com/documentation
– And download the Freedom E300 Arty FPGA Dev Kit Getting Started Guide

• Or you can use our Freedom Studio 19.05 IDE
– This supports flashing the boards out of the box
– Still requires connecting the correct set of wires though, so be sure to read the Getting Started 

Guide

Programming the Arty Board

https://www.sifive.com/documentation
https://sifive.cdn.prismic.io/sifive%2Fed96de35-065f-474c-a432-9f6a364af9c8_sifive-e310-arty-gettingstarted-v1.0.6.pdf


• Compile and execute programs multiple ways
– Either through https://github.com/sifive/freedom-

e-sdk
• This is command line based.

– or our Eclipse based Freedom Studio which can 
be downloaded from:

• https://www.sifive.com/boards
• To communicate with the board, we need 

something that can talk serial tty. “screen” would 
suffice.

– If you use our Freedom Studio, you will get this 
for free

Running Programs

https://github.com/sifive/freedom-e-sdk
https://www.sifive.com/boards


• Some notes to benchmarking the instruction cache
– The latency to the instruction cache is the same as to the TIMs.

• Hence we have to put the program in an address range outside 
of the TIMs to measure the benefit of the instruction cache

– Luckily, this is the default linker script in freedom-e-sdk.
• With this in place, we execute the commands

– make program=dhrystone TARGET=coreip-e21-arty 
LINK_TARGET=default software

– make program=dhrystone TARGET=coreip-e21-arty 
LINK_TARGET=default upload

– This should execute dhrystone on the platform and give us output in 
the TTY window.

• Do this over the configurations you want, and you have your results.



Evaluating the Experiment



• Being an instruction cache, the major 
contribution to the area is the RAM.

• Hence, you can use your own RAM 
compilers to estimate the size as a function 
of your line size times the number of lines 
you have.

– Numbers here are normalized to 16KB 
since this will depend a lot on the 
underlying technology node



• Performance
– For this particular case, we are measuring 

Dhrystones per second ( This is one of the 
metrics that Dhrystone outputs )

– The results are normalized to not having an 
instruction cache. 

– If Dhrystone is all that matters, we can see that 
there are no point in going higher than 4KB. 

• Looking at the estimated area on the previous slide, versus the 
performance the performance density, i.e. speedup / area, 
there might not be a need for anything higher. 

– Your mileage might vary depending on 
benchmark, and how you choose to weight 
them. 



Thanks!
Questions?



Learn More at SiFive.com


